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Introduction
American music is a reﬂection of American
culture. So how does music shape the
culture of body image and beauty
standards of American society and women?

TW: Eating Disorders
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How Body Image is apart of American Identity
-

-

Body Image: how you think and feel about your body, a huge component of
self-esteem
Media is one of the many sociocultural factors that can affect body image
- A few examples of inﬂuential media include advertisements, television, social
media, magazines, and music
So how is body image a component of American Identity?
- Body Image has come to be associated with societal beauty standards so that
certain body types are deemed more beautiful or acceptable than others
- In American culture, we are struggling to create an understanding of body
image and beauty that is accepting and diverse
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How music can aﬀect our body image
-

Can create an outlet and space for comparison
Can continue to enforce societal beauty standards
Music videos also inﬂuence society and dictate how beauty is perceived
Become a source of conﬁdence
Diversity among musicians and artists can show people who look like them what they
are capable of
Musicians can become our idols and role models so a diverse range of artists and
more diversity is uplifting and encouraging to some
Music creates a space to discuss issues related to body image, helps to create a
community for discussion

Despacito - Luis Fonsi ft.
Daddy Yankee

Uptown Funk
- Mark
Ronson ft.
Bruno Mars

Shape of You
- Ed Sheeran

GANGNAM
STYLE - PSY
Roar Katy
Perry

Thinking Out
Loud - Ed
Sheeran

Sugar - Maroon5

Sorry - Justin Bieber

How music can positively aﬀect our body image!
-

Music can greatly affect how we view ourselves, especially in a
positive way
Songs like Born This Way and Scars To Your Beautiful promote self
acceptance and loving the soul and body you were born with
These songs have transformed into anthems for people to relate to
and have provided conﬁdence/boosted self esteem to many
It’s also common knowledge that representation can greatly impact
us so diversity among musicians can show audiences that beauty
comes in many types of bodies and you don’t have to be a certain
size to be successful or conﬁdent

How music can voice our feelings, emotions,
and provide a space for conversation.
-

Music helps many people to identify with a common struggle or shared
identity which makes it a great medium to discuss struggles with body
image
Music about eating disorders or struggling with conﬁdence and image
doesn’t glorify these hardships, but instead creates a space for people to
discuss them

Beyoncé - Pretty Hurts (0:45-1:15)
Olivia Rodrigo - Jealousy, Jealousy (0:00-0:53)

How Body Image is apart of my American Identity
and how music aﬀects me personally.
-

I’ve grown up inﬂuenced by diet culture and beauty standards that declare only
certain types of bodies are beautiful and worthy of love
Growing up, my favorite musicians were skinny and their bodies ﬁt the societal
standards for what is beautiful
I’ve felt like my body wasn’t beautiful enough or thin enough or enough in
general and music deﬁnitely inﬂuenced that
I used music to grow conﬁdence and feel beautiful in my own skin and I began
to listen to artists who looked more like me
My body is apart of my identity and I’ve grown more comfortable with my body,
my identity, and myself by using music as an outlet to do so - I know I’m not
alone in that.

Thanks
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